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Abstract 
Edwards, K., The complexity of some graph colouring problems, Discrete Applied Mathematics 
36 (1992) 131-140. 
Introduction 
This paper is in two parts; the first deals with the complexity of counting colour- 
ings of degree restricted graphs, and the second with determining the colourability 
of graphs on fixed surfaces. 
It is well known that determining whether or not a graph of maximum degree 4 
is 3-colourable is NP-complete, while Brooks’ theorem ensures that for graphs of 
maximum degree 3, 3-colourability can be determined in polynomial time (indeed 
it is almost trivial). We consider here the corresponding counting problems. Here 
the situation is different. We show that provided the maximum degree and the 
number of colours are both allowed to be at least 3, then counting the number of 
colourings is #P-complete even if we also insist that the graph should be regular 
and bipartite. 
In the second section we first consider the situation which arises in Brooks’ 
theorem, i.e., of trying to decide if a graph with maximum degree k is k-colourable. 
However we also suppose that the graph is partially coloured and consider the com- 
plexity of deciding whether or not this can be extended to a colouring of the whole 
graph. We show that this problem can be solved in time O(k 1 V(G)[ j. This contrasts 
with the problem of extending t p;irtial edge-k-colouring of a bipartite graph of 
maximum degree k, which is NP-complete. We use this result to give a hear time 
algorithm for determining the k-colourability of a graph on a fixed surface for fixed 
k>6, 
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Graph theory terminology follows Wilson [3] except 
to be simple, i.e., with no loops or multiple edges. 
1. Counting colourings of degree restricted graphs 
that all graphs are assumed 
Lemma 1.1. Let k L 3. The11 the foil0 wing problem is # P-complete. 
Input : Bipartite graph G = ( V, E ), t-egttlar of degree 3. 
Question: How many k-colourings does G have? 
Proof. The problem is obviously in # P. To prove completeness we reduce from the 
# P-comL,lete problem of determining the number of k-colourings of a connected 
graph. 
Let G=(V, E) be a connected graph, with ( VI =n and (E / = tn. We define the 
graph G,. in the following way. Let o be a vertex of G with degree d(o). We replace 
v in G by a graph H,.(v) which consists of 2d(o) copies of v, arranged cyclically and 
alternately labelled left and right. Each pair of consecutive vertices (in&ding the 
last and first) is linked by a copy of a graph L,.. The graphs L, are constructed as 
follows: L1 is a single edge, and L, is obtained from L,_, by identifying one of the 
end vertices of L,_, with the left-hand end vertex of the graph shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
Each L, has 2 vertices of degree 1; these are the vertices which are identified with 
the copies of v. 
This replacement is carried out for each vertex v of G. to form G,.. Now any 
edge (~1, v) in the graph G is replaced by 2 edges, one joining a “left” vertex of 
H,.(u) to a “right” vertex of H,.(v), and one joining a “right” vertex of H,.(u) to 
a “left” vertex of H,.(v). A distinct copy of v is used for each such edge incident 
with H,.(v). Notice that G,. is regular of degree 3, and, since each L, is bipartite, G,. 
is bipartite also. 
Now consider the number of k-colourings of 6,. for rr2. Let C,.(v) denote the 
set of copies of v in H,.(v), and let f,.(v) denote the set consisting of the remaining 
vertices of H,.(v). 
Consider the graph induced by C, = L],, C,.(v) over all v. This consists of isolated 
edges. Any given k-colouring of this graph can be extended to a k-colouring of 
G,. by ;o!ouring each of the copies of L,.. If both of the vertices of degree one in 
a copy of L,. receive the same colour, then we say this copy is good, and let a, be 
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the number of ways in which the colouring can be extended to that copy. Copies 
of L,. with end vertices of different colours are called bad, and we let 6, be the 
number of ways of extending a colouring to one of these copies. 





b,. = ;[(k - 1)(0(k) + (k - l)b(k))“- ’ + (a(k) - b(k))” - ‘1 
where a(k) = k ‘-9k’+36k3-75k2+78k-31 and b(k)=k’-9k4+36k’-79k”+ 
94k-48. 
if a colouring of C,. gives i bad copies of L,., then there are 4rn - i good copies, 
hence this colouring of C,. gives a bi.a:” -’ k-colourings of G,. Let the number of 
k-colourings of C,. which give i bad copies of L,. be Ni, for i = G, 1,2, . . . ,4tn, and let 
M,. be the number of k-colourings of G,. Then 
Mr = C Ni(b,)‘(a,)3”‘- ‘_ 
i=o 
Note that the number of k-colourings of G is No. To determine No, we construct 
the graphs G2, G3, . . . , GA,,, + 2 9 i.e., 4rn + 1 graphs in all. Then 
(Mz, M3, . . . , M4/,, + 2)’ = DO’o, a-0 9 N4r,hf 
(t denotes transpose) where the matrix D=(du) and dti=(bi+ ,)-‘(ai+ I)trr-jt ‘. 
Hence 
-IIll + 1 
det D = n (ai+‘)? det d 
i= I 
where 
d = (60) and d,=(b,+ ‘/ai+ ‘)‘- ‘. 
It now follows that det d is a nonzero Vandermonde determinant provided that the 
values of b/a,. are distinct. Assume i, jz2 and i#j. Note that b(k) = P(k)/k(k - 1) 
where P(k) is the chromatic polynomial of a graph of maximum degree 3, so b(k) 
is guaranteed to be strictly positive for k2 3 by Brooks’ theorem [2]. Similarly, 
a(k)>0 if k>3. 
Then 
(hi/a;)- 1 = 
k(a(k) -b(k))‘-- ’ 
(h - l)(a(k) + (k - l)b(k))‘- ’ - (k - l)(a(k) - b(k))‘- ’ 
and hence (bi/ai) = (b/aj) if and only if 
k(a(k) - b(k))‘- ’ [(k - l)(a(k) + (k - l)b(k))‘- ’ - (k - l)(a(k) - b(k))j- ‘1 
=k(a(k)-b(k)f ’[(k- l)(a(k)+(k- l)b(k))‘- ‘-(k- l)(a(k)-b(k))‘-‘] 
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which is true if and only if 
k(a(k) - b(k);‘- ‘l(k - l)(a(k) + (k - l)b(k))j- r ] 
= k(a(l:-) - b(k))-‘- ‘[(k - 1 )(a(k) + (k - I)b(k))‘- ‘1, 
i.e., if and only if 
(a(k) - b(X))‘-J = (a(k) + (k - I)b(k))‘-j 
(division is valid since a(k) - b(k) = 4k’ - 16k + 17 #0 for any real k). This holds if 
and oniy if either 
(i) a(k) - b(k) = a(k) + (k - 1)6(k), or 
(ii) b(k) - a(k ) = a(k) + (k - l)b(k). 
Case (i) implies that kb(k) = 0, and case (ii) implies that 2a(k) = -(k - 2)b(k). Both 
of these are impossible since a(k) and b(k) are strictly positive. 
Hence det A # 0, so that D is invertible. It is well known that the matrix D can 
be inverted in polynomial time, hence if the values of A&, A&, . . . , Mj,,,+z are 
known, the value of No can be calculated in polynomial time. El 
Theorem 1.2. The following problem is # P-complete for fixed k and A with 
k,Ar3. 
hIput: Bipartite graph G = ( V, E ), regular of degree A. 
Question: How many k-colourings does G have? 
Proof. Membership of #P is clear. To prove completeness, we reduce from the 
case A = 3 already proved in Lemma 1.1, using the properties of the graphs G, con- 
structed there. So suppose that A > 3. We can find a perfect matching M for G, by 
choosing each of the edges which joins a “left” vertex of H,(u) to a “right” vertex 
of H,(U), for some II and u, and adding, for each copy of L,, the edges shown 
dashed in Fig. 2 (here for L3). 
We now construct a sequence of bipartite graphs JJ each with two vertices of 
degree A - 3 and the others of degree A. We take ) M i copies of JA and attach one 
end to each edge in M by identifying the vertices of degree A - 3 with the ends of 
the edge. This results in a graph G which is regular of degree A and bipartite. Then 
the number of k-colourings of G is equal to the number of k-colourings of G, 
multiplied by t&, where tA,k is the number of ways of k-colouring Jd when its two 
vertices of degree A - 3 have been given specific and different colours. Since to,k is 
Fig. 2. 
a constant, if we can calculate the number of k-colourings of c, we can obtain the 
number of k-colourings of G,.. 
It remains only +r describe J, . The vertex set of JA consists of eight disjoint sets 
u ,,...,& with I(jlj = iU,i = 1, lU,i = lU,l =d -3, IU3/ = iU,i =d - 1, and lUji = 
I Us I = 3. Let U4 = (a, 6, c> and Us = (a’, b’,c’>. The edge set of JA is as follows. 
Every vertex of Ui is joined to every vertex of Ui+ I for i = 1,2,3,5,6,7, also Q -a’, 
b- 6’ and c-c’. It is clear that J3 is as claimed. Also note that joining U, to US 
and observing that the resulting graph is bipartite shows that t3,k >O for kr 3, 
d > 3. This completes the proof. 3 
2. Graphs on fixed surfaces 
In this section we consider the complexity of colouring graphs which are embedded 
in a fixed surface. Firstly, we need some preliminary lemmas related to Brooks’ 
theorem. 
Definition. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and let f be a function _f: V/-, P { 1,2, . . . , k > 
(the power set of (1,2,..., k)). Then an f-co;npatible colouring c of G is a k- 
colouring c: I/+ {1,2, .. . . k > such that c(u) Ed for all o E V. 
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with rnaximm degree k and let 
f: V-, lP(1,2, . . . . k) be a function satisfying 
(1) I f(v)1 rd(v) for all VE V and 
(2) 3x E V such that ] f (x)1 > d(x). 
Then there is an f-compatible colouring c of G. 
Proof. By induction on the size of V. The result is trivial if / V 1 = 1 so suppose that 
1 V 1 = n and that the result holds for graphs with fewer than n vertices. Consider the 
graph G* = G -x and suppose it has components C,, . . . , C,. Each component Ci 
must contain a vertex Ui which is joined to x in G, i.e., (Ui,X) E E. Now for each i, 
we have If(o)1 rd’(v) for all VE V(Ci) where d’ denotes the degree in G* and 
1 f (vi)1 L d(vi) > d’(vi) hence by the inductive hypothesis, each component can be 
colouredf-compatibly, so that 3c*: V\{x) --) (1,2,...,k) such that clef for 
all v E V \ {x}. It remains to colour x. However since d(x) < j f (x) 1 there is a colour 
in f(x) which has not been used for any neighbour of x so this colour can be used 
for x. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let G = (V, E) be a 2-connected graph with maximum degree k and let 
f: v-, P(1,2,..., k) be a function satisfying I f(v)1 z-d(v) for all u E V. Then there 
is an f-compatible colouring of G unless either 
(i) G is an odd cycle and for some SC {1,2,...,k], /Si =2 and f(u)=S for ull 
vEV, or 
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(ii) G is a complete graph and for some S c { I, 2, . . . , k} , (S I= ( V 1 - I and f (v) = S 
for all v E V. 
Proof. If for some S, f(v) = S for all v E V, then d(v) 5 1 S 1 for all v E V and the 
problem reduces to Brooks’ theorem giving the cases (i) and (ii). Otherwise there are 
vertices a and b in V with f(a) #f(b), and since G is connected, there must be ver- 
tices x, y E V such that (x, y) E E and f(x) ff (y). Without loss of generality assume 
that REf(x)\f(y). Let G’=G-x and define f’: V\{x} ---) lP(1,2,...,k} by 
f’(v) = 
f(v)\ WI9 if (v, x) E E, 
f(v), otherwise. 
Then if (v,x)~E, If’(v)lzIf(v)l-lzd(v)-l=d’(v) and if (v,x)$E, If’(v)l= 
1 f(v)1 rd(v)zd’(v). But furthermore 1 f’(y)( = If(y)/ rd(y)=d’(y)+ 1. Hence 
since G’ is connected, by Lemma 2.1 it can be coloured f’-compatibly; that is there 
exists a k-colouring c’ of G’ such that c’(v) Ef ‘(v) for all v E V\ (xl. Define c by 
C(V) = C’(V) if vfx and c(x) = R. Since by definition off’(v), c’(v) #l? for any v ad- 
jacent to x in G, c satisfies the conditions of the lemma. Cl 
Theorem 2.3. There is a polynomial time algorithm for the following problem. 
Input : Graph G = ( V, E) with maximum degree k and a function f: V + P ( 1,2, .. . , k > 
satisfying (f(oji zd(v) for aN DE V. 
Question: Is there arr f-compatible colouring c of G? 
Proof. We first note that components of G can be considered separately, so we 
assume that G is connected. Secondly note that if 1 f(v)1 > d(v) for some v E V, then 
by Lemma 2.1 an f-compatible colouring exists; also it is easy to find such a colour- 
ing in this case. 
So we assume that G is connected and that If(v) ( = d(v) for all v E V. The first 
step of the algorithm is to identify the cut vertices and blocks of the graph which 
can be done in time O(lEl), i.e., O(nk) [I]. 
We form the block-cutpoint ree T with vertices corresponding to the blocks and 
cut vertices of G and with an edge joining a block and a cut vertex if the cut vertex 
lies in the block. If G is 2-connected, then this tree consists of a single vertex and 
in this case we can solve the problem easily by checking whether or not either of 
the conditions given in Lemma 2.2 holds. Otherwise pick a vertex t of T and let t’ 
be a vertex at maximum distance from t in T. Then t’ is a leaf, and if t” is the vertex 
adjacent o it, then by definition of t’, t” can have at most one neighbour which is 
not a leaf. 
Consider the cut vertex x corresponding to I”, and le: 5,, . . . , B,. be the blocks ad- 
jacent to x which are leaves of the tree. Let the part of the graph corresponding to 
the rest of the tree be D. (D may consist of a single vertex.) 
Consider for each B; the graph B; - x. Suppose first that for some j, either (a) the 
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function f is not constant on the vertices of Bj --x or (b) B/ is not a complete graph 
or an odd cycle. Then by Lemma 2.2, if S is any set of colours with [S 1 rdj(x), 
where dj(X) is the degree of x in Bj, there is a colouring c of Bj which isf-compat- 
ible and such that c(x) E S. But consider the rest of the graph, i.e., the graph G in- 
duced by the vertices in v\ (Y(Bj)\ (X>>. By Lemma 2.1, since If(x)1 >&(x), 
there is an f-compatible colouring P of e. Let U be the set of colours used on 
neighbours of x, i.e., {8(u) i (D,x)E~@)). Then from above there is an.,ficompat- 
ible colouring c of Bj such that c(x) Ed \ U since If(x) \ U / I 1 J’(x)1 - I U I I 
d(x) -d&x) =dj(X). Combining c and e gives an f-compatible colouring of G. 
Hence we need now only consider the case wheref is constant on Bi -x for each 
i, and each Bi is an odd cycle or a complete graph. Suppose that f(Bi \ {x]) = Si for 
each i. If the sets Si are not pairwise disjoint, then suppose that Sin Sj is nonempty. 
We consider an f-compatible colouring of D which exists by Lemma 2.1 and let U 
be the set of colours used on neighbours of x. Now since ISi I = C/~(X), it is clear that 
ISI I + IS21 + l ** +(S,I+IUlsd(x). HencesinceSinS’fO, IS,US+-LJS,.UUI< 
d(x). Hence if each Bi is coloured f-compatibly which is possible by Lemma 2. I, 
then the total number of colours used on neighbours of x is less than d(x) so x can 
be recoloured using a spare colour from f(x). 
We can now assume that for each i, Bi is an odd cycle or a complete graph, that 
fis constant on Bi\ {x}, and the setsf(Bi\ {xl) are pairwise disjoint. Hence in any 
J-compatible colouring of G, the colours that cari be used for x are those in 
W=f(x)\ Uif(Bi\ {xl). If D= (x}, then W=0 so this is impossible and there is 
no f-compatible colouring. Otherwise note that 1 W 1 z&(x). We define a function 
fz on the vertices of D byf&o) =f(u) if o fx and f,(x) = W. Then G has an f-corn- 
patible colouriug if and only if D has an&-compatible colouring so the algorithm 
can proceed recursively. 
Consider the time taken by the algorithm. After finding the Bi’s, it need only 
check whether for each i, Bi is an odd cycle or a complete graph and f is constant 
on Bi\ {xl, and whether the sets f(Bi\ {x]) are pairwise disjoint. All this can be 
achieved in time O(E,) where EB is the number of edges in Lli B;. Then Eg= 
IEl - IE(D)I l H ence the whole algorithm runs in time O( IE I)= O[nk). 0 
Corollary 2.4. The following problem can be solved in time O(nk). 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) with maximum degree k and a partial coiotrying p : X -+ 
(192Y.9 k) of G where XC V. 
Question: Is there a k-colouring c : V -+ { 1,2, . . . 9 k) such that c 1 X = p. 
Proof. This problem easiiy reduces io that of Theorem 2.3. For u E V let N,&) be 
the set of neighbours of u in X. Then the colouring c exists if and only if there is 
an f-compatible colouring of G[V\ X], the graph induced by the vertices V\ X, 
where the function f is defined by 
f(u) -1 (L2, . . . . k} \p(&(u)). 
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Notice that If(v)l rk- Ip(Nx(u>>l rk- fNx(u)j >d(u)- Il‘v;i(o)l =d’(u) where 
d’(o) is the degrp 3 of u in G[V\ x]. Hence Theorem 2.3 applies. III 
We can now use these results to give some results on colouring graphs on fixed 
surfaces. 
Firstly we give an easy lemma. 
Lemma 2.5. Let y> 0 and k 2 7. Then the following problem can be solved in 
polynomial time. 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) of genus 5 y. 
Question : Is G k-colonrable? 
Proof. Assume the graph is embedded with no edges crossing in a surface of genus 
I y, and that the embedding has F faces. If G has a vertex of degree 5 6, then this 
vertex can be removed without affecting the k-colourability (c otherwise) of the 
graph. Hence we need only consider graphs with 6(G)? 7. But then we know That 
IVI-IEI+Fr2-2y ancl 21Elr3F 
hence we obtain 
Also if E/l. is the number of vertices of degree i, then 
2jEI = c iV;: and 11/l = c 6, 
i27 ir7 
hence we obtain 
c (6-i)i+ 12- 12~ or c (i-6)l+ 12(y- 1). 
im7 ir7 
This implies that 
IV1 = c i+12(y- 1). 
iz7 
Hence the k-colourability of a graph G on a SUffdCC of genus y with a(G)2 7 can 
be determined in time which depends only on y and k. The removal of vertices of 
degree ~6 can easily be done in linear time (Lemma 2.7) hence the whole algorithm 
runs in linear time for fixed k. Ll 
We can also solve the more interesting case of k= 6. 
Lemma 2.6. Let ~10. Then the following problem can be Mved in polynomial 
time. 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) of genus 5 y. 
Question : Is G 6-colouraba’e? 
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Proof. Assume that G is embedded with no edges crossing in a surface of genus 5 y. 
As above, if G has a vertex of degree 55, this can be removed without affecting 
the 6-colourability of the graph so we need only consider graphs with 6(G)~6. By 
a similar argument o that in Lemma 2.5, we ob’ain that the size of Vr7, the set 
of vertices of degree ~7, is bounded abovts by 12( y - 1). Now for any fixed colour- 
ing of &,, the problem reduces to finding a 6-colouring of the graph G’ induced 
by the remaining vertices when each vertex of G’ is restricted to a set of colours 
whose size is at least as large as its degree. By Theorem 2.3, this problem can be 
solved in time O(JI) when k is fixed. Hence we need only try all possible 6-colourings 
of V=, and check to see if any of them can be extended to a 6-colouring of G. 
Since by Lemma 2.7 the removal of vertices of degree L 5 can also be done in time 
O(n), the whole algorithm runs in time O(n). III 
Lemma 2.5. Let C, k be fixed integers. For any graph G = (V, E) define the reduced 
graph Gk to be the largest induced subgraph of G with minirmm degree at least k 
(Gk could be empty). Then given G = (V, E) with 1 V 1 = n and 1 E 1 I Cn, Gk can be 
found in time O(n). 
Proof. We assume that G is given in adjacency list form. First calculate the vertex 
degree of each vertex v and store this as D(v), and list those vertices with D(v)<k. 
Consider the first element of this list. We work through its adjacency list, and 
decrease D(w) by 1 for each vertex w adjacent to v, then delete v and set D(v) to 
0. If any D(v) falls below k, add vertex v to the end of the list of vertices with 
D(v) < k. We now repeat this process with each vertex an the list, except that in 
working through the neighbours of a vertex being deleted, we may encounter a 
neighbour w which has already been deleted, and so D(w) = 0. In this case no action 
is taken and we pass on to the next neighbour. Eventually we reach the end of the 
list. At this stage we can reconstruct he adjacency list of Gli by working through 
each vertex in turn for which D(v)>O, and retaining in its adjacency list only those 
vertices w for which D(w) ~0. 
Notice that no vertex can appear more than once on the list of vertices with 
D(v) < k. Also the time taken to delete such a vertex (and the accompanying actions) 
takes time proportional to the degree of the vertex, hence the total time is propcrr- 
tional to (E I, so is O(n). The last step also takes time O(n) so the proof is com- 
plete. Cl 
We can sum up with: 
Theorem 2.8. Let yz0 crnd k L 5 be fixed integers. Then the following pl-oblern can 
be solved in polynomial time. 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) of genus 5 y. 
Question: Is G k-colourable? 
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